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27.1.2017                                                                    G.R. Case No.948/2015 

 IN THE COURT OF SRI R. BODO, S.D.J.M.(S), UDALGURI, BTAD::ASSAM 

                                               

 G.R. Case No.948/2015 

                                          (U/S-120B/324/506/34 of IPC) 

                  

 

State of Assam 

        --------Prosecutor 

      -VS- 

     1. Sri Seious Kuzur  

2. Sri Filtinius Kuzur 

Both are sons of late Joseph Kuzur 

3. Sri Elias Lakra 

4. Sri James Lakra 

Both are sons of late Jonash Lakra 

5. Sri Norbet Tirkey 

S/o Late Loren Tirkey 

All are resident of No.3 Majuli 

P.S. Udalguri 

     Dist. Udalguri, BTAD::Assam 

       -------Accused persons   
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Present:  Sri Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S. 

Advocate for the Prosecution: Mr. D. Dahal, learned A.P.P.   

Advocate for the accused: Mr. M. Narzary   

Evidence recorded on: 8.4.16/26.7.16/16.8.16/20.9.16/14.12.16 

Argument heard on: 19.1.2017 

Judgment delivered on: 27.1.2017 

 

JUDGMENT 

1. The prosecution case in brief:  

 The prosecution case in brief is that on 14.6.2015 at about 2:00 PM 

when informant Silbester Tirkey was returning home from the house of Bimal 

master of No.4 Majulikhuti after doing N.R.C. related job then the four FIR 

named accused persons namely James Lakra, Seiou Kujur, Filtinius Kujur and 

Norbet Tirkey wrongfully restrained him and assaulted on the road with 

bamboo lathi alleging that he practised witchcraft. As a result he sustained 

severe injuries. Again, on 15.6.2015 at about 10:00 P.M. they went to his 

house and assaulted his wife and children and also threatened them to leave 

the village. Somehow, he fled away and took shelter in the house of his 

brother Abraham Tirkey at Guwahati. It is stated that the villagers assured 

him to solve the matter through bichar but as the accused persons did not sit 

in the bichar delay has occurred in lodging the FIR. 

2. To this effect the informant lodged a written ejahar before O/C, Rowta P.S. 

On receipt of the same Rowta P.S. Case No.82/15, U/S-341/120B/325/506/34 

of IPC was registered and investigated the case. On completion of 

investigation the I/O submitted charge sheet against five accused persons 

including the FIR named accused persons U/S-341/120B/325/506/34 of IPC. 

Hence, this case.  

3. On submission of the charge sheet when the accused persons appeared 

before the court copies of relevant documents were furnished as per U/S-207 
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of CrPC. After hearing both sides a formal charge U/S-120B/324/506/34 of 

IPC has been framed against them. Then the particulars of charges were 

read over and explained to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. Accordingly, the case proceeded for trial. 

4. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Point No.i:  Whether, on 14.6.2015 at about 2:00 P.M., the accused 

persons in furtherance of their common intention made a 

criminal conspiracy against informant Silvestar Tirki and his 

family alleging him to have practised witchcraft and 

thereby committed an offence punishable U/S-120B/34 of 

the Indian Penal Code; and within my cognizance? 

Point No.ii:  Whether, on or about the same day, time and place the 

accused persons, in furtherance of their common intention 

voluntarily caused hurt to the informant with a bamboo 

lathi in a manner so dangerously endangering his life and 

thereby committed an offence punishable U/S-324/34 of 

the Indian Penal Code; and within my cognizance? 

Point No.iii:  Whether, on 15.6.2015 at about 10:00 P.M. the accused 

persons, in furtherance of their common intention 

criminally intimidated the informant and his family 

members and threatened them to leave the village or else 

threatened them to face dire consequences and thereby 

committed an offence punishable U/S-506/34 of the Indian 

Penal Code; and within my cognizance? 

5. The prosecution side examined 6(six) witnesses and exhibited the injury 

report, sketch map of the place of occurrence and the charge sheet. All the 

witnesses were cross-examined by the defence. After closure of prosecution 

evidence statement of defence of the accused persons were U/S-313 CrPC 

was recorded wherein they pleaded total denial. But, they declined to 

adduced defence evidence and accordingly defence evidence was closed.   

6. I have heard argument from learned defence advocate Mr. M. Narzary and 

learned APP. Learned Mr. Narzary submitted that the prosecution has failed 
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to establish the guilt of the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt and 

so they are liable to be acquitted. On the other hand learned APP submitted 

that the evidence brought on record through prosecution witnesses is 

sufficient to hold that the accused persons have committed the alleged crime 

and hence it is prayed to punish them in accordance with law. 

7. I have carefully perused the evidence on record. The submissions of learned 

advocates of both the sides are also considered. Now, let me discuss the 

evidence of the prosecution in detail.  

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

8. In his evidence PW-1/informant deposed that the accused persons are his co-

villagers. According to him the occurrence took place on 14/6/2015. On that 

day he went to the house of Bimal master situated at No.4 Majulikhuti in 

connection with NRC purpose. On his way back home at No.3 Majulikhuti 

accused Sibu Kuzur met him, who suddenly started assaulting him by a 

bamboo lathi saying that he is a “witch.” Somehow he fled away from the 

P.O. and reached home and fainted. He stated that he was badly injured 

whole over the body. He also stated that other accused persons were not 

present at the place of occurrence. After the occurrence he went to 

Bandarguri State Dispensary for medical treatment. Therefrom, he was 

referred to Guwahati for better treatment and after getting treatment when 

he came back to his house he came to know that accused Sibu Kuzur 

assaulted his daughter. Other village people assaulted his wife stating that he 

was a “witch”. They also threatened them to leave the village. According to 

him except accused Sibu Kujur other villagers who assaulted his wife were 

not present in the court on the date of his evidence. He stated that he could 

not file the ejahar instantly due to inconvenience faced in coming and going 

to hospital and for other purposes. Subsequently, he lodged the FIR after 

about 3 months of the date of occurrence. He also could not remember 

where the FIR was written and by whom.  

9. In cross-examination he stated that accused Sibu Kujur is his elder sister’s 

son and his house is nearby his house. He stated that they have no prior 

dispute with Sibu. He also stated that he never used to practice witchcraft 

and on the date of occurrence he was alone. According to him the road 
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through which he was coming was a sand gravel road. He was assaulted on 

his head, neck, hands and other parts of the body. He denied that he has 

land dispute with Sibu Kuzur; that the accused did not assault him and that 

he fell down on the road; that he got injury by falling on the ground and that 

taking advantage of the injuries sustained by falling on the ground he filed 

this case against Sibu. He admitted that there was none when he was 

assaulted. His wife allegedly told him that she was assaulted in the night. On 

the other hand his son and daughter told him that they had been assaulted 

during day time.  

10. In her evidence PW-2, the son of PW-1 deposed that the occurrence took 

place in the month of June, 2015. She stated that all the accused persons are 

her relatives and on the date of occurrence some altercation took place 

between them due to some misunderstanding. She admitted having not seen 

the accused persons assaulting her father but came to know about it.   

11. In cross-examination she stated that she was not present at the P.O. and so 

cannot say who assaulted her father. On the following day of assaulting her 

father some other persons came to their house and assaulted her and her 

mother. However, she denied that the present accused were involved in 

assaulting them. According to her they were assaulted by Jibarus Ekka. 

12. In his evidence PW-3, the brother of PW-1 deposed that the occurrence took 

place in the month of June, 2015. He allegedly heard that he was being 

assaulted very badly. So, he went to see him. He expressed ignorance who 

assaulted his brother as he was not present at the P.O.  

13. In cross-examination he stated that the P.O. is situated at a distance of about 

3 to 4 k.m. from his house. He admitted that he was not present at No.3 

Majuli on the date of occurrence and that he does not know who assaulted 

his brother. He also admitted having deposed before the court after hearing 

from others.   

14. In her evidence PW-4, the wife of PW-1 deposed that on the date of 

occurrence which took place in the month of Shrawan last year, her husband 

had been to the house of Bimal Master. On his way back to the house, 

accused Seiu Kejur assaulted her husband infront of his house with a lathi 
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alleging that he is a witch. After being assaulted, her husband came home 

and told her everything. Subsequently, after about 3 months of the 

occurrence her husband lodged an FIR. 

15. In cross-examination she stated that she was not at the place of occurrence 

when the incident took place. She was at home and did not see the accused 

assaulting her husband. She stated that accused Seiu Kujur is her elder 

sister-in-law's son. According to her the house of accused Seiu Kujur and 

their house are adjacent to each other. She stated that there was verbal 

exchange of words between the accused and her husband in connection with 

land dispute. She denied that the accused did not assault her husband and 

that out of grudge of previous quarrel, her husband falsely alleged the 

accused. She admitted that the dispute between them have already been 

compromised at their village. 

16. In his evidence PW-5(M/O) deposed that on 30.9.2015 he was posted at 

Bandarguri state dispensary as M & H.O. On that day he examined Silbester 

Tirki and found the following injuries: 

Swelling at left arm. Movement normal. 

Left tempo parietal region swelling. 

In his opinion the nature of injury is grievous. Ext.1 is the medical 

report submitted by him in respect of the victim and Ext.1(1) is his signature. 

17. In cross-examination he stated that the injured came to their hospital at his 

own arrangement and not on police requisition. According to him the patient 

was examined on 17.6.2015 and he prepared the report on 30.6.2015. He 

stated that the age of the injury has been mentioned in the report and he 

opined that the injury may be caused by falling on hard substance as well. 

18. In his evidence PW-6(I/O) deposed that on 13/09/15 he was posted at Rowta 

PS as O/C. On that day the informant Silvester lodged an FIR at the PS 

against four (4) persons. Accordingly, Rowta PS Case No.82/15, U/S-

120(B)/341/325/506/34 of IPC was registered and he took up the 

investigation. During investigation he examined the complainant at the PS 

and then visited the place of the occurrence. He recorded the statement of 
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other witnesses at the place of the occurrence, drew sketch map of the place 

of the occurrence. Exhibit-2 is the sketch map and Exhibit-2(1) is his 

signature. According to him before filing the FIR the injured got himself 

treated and he collected the injury report by giving requisition. He stated that 

the date of occurrence has been mentioned in the FIR as 14/06/15 and the 

informant explained the reasons for delay in lodging the FIR mentioning that 

due to village bichar to be held, which ultimately did not yield result the delay 

occurred. He stated that the informant stated before him that he was 

assaulted out of suspicion for practicing witchcraft. He stated that on 

completion of investigation he found sufficient materials against the FIR 

named accused persons and submitted charge sheet. Ext.3 is the charge 

sheet and Ext.3(1) is his signature. 

19. In cross-examination he stated that the FIR was lodged against four (4) 

persons and he submitted charge sheet against five accused persons. He 

admitted that almost three months delay occurred in lodging the FIR from 

the date of the occurrence. According to the I/O there is one house of Sumit 

Khajur nearby the place of the occurrence. He recorded his statement U/S-

161 CrPC. There is no house of other persons except Sumit Khajur nearby the 

place of the occurrence. He admitted having not seized any article in 

connection with this case. According to him the injured got himself treated 

and he did not make any fresh requisition for his medical examination. Then 

he collected the injury report from Bandarguri State Dispensary giving 

requisition. He admitted that there is no mention of referral number of the 

injured from Bandarguri State Dispensary to any other hospital. 

20. I have minutely scrutinized the evidence on record, both oral as well as 

documentary. I have also considered the stand taken by the accused persons 

in their statement recorded U/S-313 CrPC. Now, as per record the alleged 

occurrence took place on 14.6.2015 and 15.6.2015. The FIR was lodged on 

13.9.2015. Thus, a three months’ clear delay has occurred in lodging the FIR. 

This fact has also been admitted by PW-1 in his examination-in-chief, who 

stated that he could not file the ejahar instantly due to inconvenience faced 

in coming and going to hospital and for other purposes. Subsequently, he 

lodged the FIR after about 3 months of the date of occurrence. In cross-

examination the PW-6(I/O) also stated that the informant explained the 
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reasons for delay in lodging the FIR mentioning that due to village bichar to 

be held, which ultimately did not yield result the delay occurred. The same 

fact has been mentioned in the FIR of the case. Moreover, it is observed that 

the defence did not put any question denying the above facts while cross-

examining PW-1. Thus, I hold that the delay in filing the FIR has been 

properly explained.   

21. According to PW-1 only accused Seiu Kujur assaulted him and other accused 

persons were not present. Since there is no allegation against other accused 

persons by PW-1, therefore, no discussion is required whether other accused 

persons assaulted him or not. Now, in his evidence PW-1 stated that he 

sustained injuries all over his body due to assault. After the occurrence he 

went to Bandarguri State Dispensary for medical treatment. Therefrom, he 

was referred to Guwahati for better treatment and after getting treatment 

when he came back to his house he came to know that accused Sibu Kuzur 

assaulted his daughter. Other village people assaulted his wife stating that he 

was a “witch”. As per Ext.1 the PW-5 examined PW-1 on 30.9.2015 which is 

more than 2½ months after the alleged day of occurrence. This is quite 

contradictory to what PW-1 stated because he stated that after the 

occurrence he went to Bandarguri state dispensary for medical treatment. 

There is no explanation either from PW-1 or the PW-6(I/O) or any other 

witness on behalf of the prosecution regarding delay in approaching the 

doctor. In addition to that it is observed that there is no mention of age of 

the injury in Ext.1. Thus, I hold that the fact of assault on PW-1 has not been 

corroborated by injury report, Ext.1.  

22. Now, let me discuss whether the evidence is sufficient to hold that the 

accused persons assaulted the wife and children of PW-1 as has been 

alleged. In her evidence PW-2, the daughter of PW-1 simply stated that on 

the date of occurrence some altercation took place between them due to 

some misunderstanding. There is no allegation against the accused persons 

that they assaulted her or her mother or brother. In cross-examination she 

stated that on the following day of assaulting her father some other persons 

came to their house and assaulted her and her mother. However, she denied 

that the present accused were involved in assaulting them. According to her 

they were assaulted by Jibarus Ekka. However, who is said Jibarus Ekka, the 
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prosecution has not made it clear. In view of above this court is also not in a 

position to implicate the said Jibarus Ekka as an accused in this case. 

23. Similarly, in her evidence PW-4, the wife of PW-1 specifically stated that on 

the date of occurrence on his way back to home accused Seiu Kujur 

assaulted her husband in front of his house with a lathi alleging that he is a 

witch. However, there is no allegation against the accused persons that they 

assaulted her or her son or daughter. In cross-examination she stated that 

there was a verbal exchange of words between the accused and her husband 

in connection with land dispute. Most importantly, she stated that the dispute 

between the parties have already been compromised at their village. But, it is 

already pointed above that the fact of assault has not been corroborated by 

medical injury report Ext.1. So there is serious doubt regarding the veracity 

of the prosecution story that accused Seiu Kujur assaulted PW-1 on the 

alleged day of occurrence.  

24. From the evidence of PW-2 and PW-4 it is apparent that there is no allegation 

against the accused persons that they assaulted them. Thus, I hold that the 

allegation regarding assault on them by the accused persons are not true. 

Therefore, the allegation by PW-1 in his FIR seems to be exaggerated. 

Moreover, the prosecution has not examined the son of PW-1. There is also 

no evidence to substantiate the fact that the accused persons assaulted his 

son. Thus, I hold that the allegation against them regarding assault of the 

son of PW-1 is not true. 

25. In view of what has been discussed above I have come to a conclusion that 

though the prosecution has been able to prove grievous injury sustained by 

PW-1 but as pointed above there is contradiction between oral evidence and 

Ext.1 injury report sustained by PW-1. Consequently, I hold that the 

prosecution has miserably failed to establish the guilt of the accused persons 

beyond all reasonable doubt and therefore they are liable to be acquitted 

from the charges in this case. 
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ORDER 

All the five accused persons are acquitted from this case and set at liberty 

forthwith on the ground of benefit of doubt. Their bailor is also discharged 

from further liabilities in this case. The bail bonds submitted on their behalf 

shall remain in force for the next 6(six) months from today in view of the 

spirit of Section-437A of CrPC.   

The case is accordingly disposed off. 

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 27th 

day of January, 2017 at Udalguri, BTAD::Assam. 

 

Typed and corrected by me:                                                    

 

Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S.             Rajesh Bodo                                             

S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri      S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri  

BTAD, ASSAM              BTAD, ASSAM   
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APPENDIX 

1. PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

i. PW-1--Sri Silvaster Tirky 

ii. PW-2—Smti. Mathilda Tirky 

iii. PW-3—Sri Alphas Tirky  

iv. PW-4—Smti. Mathai Tirky 

v. PW-5—Dr. Premtush Murmu 

vi. PW-6--S.I. Dilip Mili 

2. DEFENCE WITNESSES:--NIL-- 

3. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

i. Ext.1------Injury report 

ii. Ext.1(2)—Signature of PW-1 in Ext.1  

iii. Ext.2------Sketch map of the P.O. 

iv. Ext.2(1)---Signature of PW-6 in Ext.2 

iv. Ext.3--------Charge sheet 

v. Ext.3(1)-----Signature of PW-6 in Ext.3 

4. DEFENCE EXHIBITS:--NIL---  

Typed and corrected by me:                                                    

 

Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S.            Rajesh Bodo                                             

S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri     S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri  

BTAD, ASSAM             BTAD, ASSAM            


